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Summary

This role is responsible for the design of the systems in alignment with design and architectural standards,
while meeting quality, performance, security and business requirements. Implement MDM solutions using
Reltio , RIH, Java , Spring and deliver solutions with agreed quality and timelines

About the Role

Location: Hyderabad

Your responsibilities include but not limited to:

Ensure that MDM solutions are implemented using Reltio as per the requirements.

Ensure that system designs adhere to solution architecture design (i.e.high level conceptual design) and
are traceable to functional as well as non-functional requirements in  projects/enhancements.

Come up with designs that adhere to architectural roadmap and support the development, execution and
operations of solutions

-Hands on experience on Reltio, RIH and have a good understanging of end to end process from
development to rollout

Coming with  scoping, fit-gap workshops for projects/enhancements, propose solutions for key gaps,
provide effort estimations and alignment with business teams with minmum support

Ensure that project/enhancements work is delivered to agreed time, cost and quality constraints following
the release calendars

Minimum Requirements

At least 3 years experience working on end to end MDM solutions using Reltio. Must have experience
working on at least one end-to-end project  on Reltio

Experience on Data Modeling in Reltio,. Designing and implementing Work Flows, User Role Definition,
Match-Merge, Reference Data on EBX MDM platform 

Experience implementing complex APIs in Reltio and integrating with other systems using REST/SOAP
web services. Analyze, Understand & Document Technical Gaps, Conduct technology fitment
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Ability to tune Reltio to meet performance requirements. Familiar with Data Cleansing, Data Quality, Data
Governance and Data Migration concepts 

Experience in Core Java building services and solutions; JVM, JDK, Junit, Spring as well as
understanding of Cloud technologies .Experience in working with vendors and implementation partners

Good understanding of Master Data Management concepts. Good understanding of Integration
concepts .Experience on one or more of the data domains – Customer, Product, Vendor 

Understanding and experience of Life Sciences domain will be an additional advantage 

Good communication skills with ability to understand and communicate with customers independently .
Work as technical leader/mentor for newly on-boarded associates . Provide technical guidance/ Conduct
technical reviews

Why consider Novartis?
Our purpose is to reimagine medicine to improve and extend people’s lives and our vision is to become the
most valued and trusted medicines company in the world. How can we achieve this? With our people. It is our
associates that drive us each day to reach our ambitions. Be a part of this mission and join us! 
Learn more here: 

https://www.novartis.com/about/strategy/people-and-culture

Commitment to Diversity and Inclusion: 
Novartis is committed to building an outstanding, inclusive work environment and diverse teams'
representative of the patients and communities we serve.
Join our Novartis Network: If this role is not suitable to your experience or career goals but you wish to stay
connected to hear more about Novartis and our career opportunities, join the Novartis Network here: 
https://talentnetwork.novartis.com/network

Why Novartis: Helping people with disease and their families takes more than innovative science. It takes a
community of smart, passionate people like you. Collaborating, supporting and inspiring each other.
Combining to achieve breakthroughs that change patients’ lives. Ready to create a brighter future together?
https://www.novartis.com/about/strategy/people-and-culture

Join our Novartis Network: Not the right Novartis role for you? Sign up to our talent community to stay
connected and learn about suitable career opportunities as soon as they come up:
https://talentnetwork.novartis.com/network
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